Multilayer discrete-time neural-net controller with guaranteed performance.
A family of novel multilayer discrete-time neural-net (NN) controllers is presented for the control of a class of multi-input multi-output (MIMO) dynamical systems. The neural net controller includes modified delta rule weight tuning and exhibits a learning while-functioning-features. The structure of the NN controller is derived using a filtered error/passivity approach. Linearity in the parameters is not required and certainty equivalence is not used. This overcomes several limitations of standard adaptive control. The notion of persistency of excitation (PE) for multilayer NN is defined and explored. New online improved tuning algorithms for discrete-time systems are derived, which are similar to sigma or epsilon-modification for the case of continuous-time systems, that include a modification to the learning rate parameter plus a correction term. These algorithms guarantee tracking as well as bounded NN weights in nonideal situations so that PE is not needed. An extension of these novel weight tuning updates to NN with an arbitrary number of hidden layers is discussed. The notions of discrete-time passive NN, dissipative NN, and robust NN are introduced. The NN makes the closed-loop system passive.